Abstract-Head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) are subject-dependent and direction-dependent filters used in spatial audio synthesis. They describe the scattering response of the head, torso, and pinnae of the subject. We propose a structural factorization of the HRIRs into a product of non-negative and Toeplitz matrices; the factorization is based on a novel extension of a non-negative matrix factorization algorithm. As a result, the HRIR becomes expressible as a convolution between a directionindependent resonance filter and a direction-dependent reflection filter. Further, the reflection filter can be made sparse with minimal HRIR distortion. The described factorization is shown to be applicable to the arbitrary source signal case and allows one to employ time-domain convolution at a computational cost lower than using convolution in the frequency domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
The human sound localization ability is rooted in subconscious processing of spectral acoustic cues that arise due to sound scattering off the listener's own anatomy. Such scattering is quantified by a linear, time-invariant, directiondependent filter known as the Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF) [1] . HRTF knowledge allows presentation of realistic virtual audio sources in a Virtual Auditory Display (VAD) system so that the listener perceives the sound source as external to him/her and positioned at a specific location in space, even though the sound is actually delivered via headphones. A number of additional effects such as environmental modeling and motion tracking are commonly incorporated in VAD for realistic experience [2] , [3] .
The HRTF is typically measured by a placing a small microphone in an individual's ear canal and making a recording of a broadband test signal 1 emitted from a loudspeaker positioned sequentially at a number of points in space. The HRTF is the ratio of the spectra of microphone recording at the eardrum and at the head's center position in the absence of the individual. Thus, the HRTF is independent of the test signal and the recording environment and describes the acoustic characteristics of the subject's anthropometry (head, torso, outer ears, and ear canal). The inverse Fourier transform of HRTF is the (time domain) filter's impulse response, called the Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR).
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The primary goal of the current work is to find a short and sparse HRIR representation so as to allow for computationally efficient, low latency time-domain convolution between arbitrary (long) source signal y and short HRIR x [4] , [5] . It is expected that direct convolution 2 with short and sparse x would be more efficient w.r.t. latency and cost than frequencydomain convolution using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) 3 [6], [7] .
Somewhat similar approaches has been explored in the literature previously. In the frequency domain, the HRTF has been decomposed into a product of a common transfer function (CTF) and a directional transfer function (DTF) [2] , [8] , [9] , where the CTF is the minimum-phase filter with magnitude equal to average HRTF magnitude and the DTF is a residual. A more recent work on Pinna-Related Transfer Function (PRTF) [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] provided successful PRTF synthesis model based on deconvolution of the overall response into ear-resonance (derived from the spectral envelope) and earreflection (derived from estimated spectral notches) parts. The novelty of the current work is that the time-domain modeling is considered and constraints are placed on "residual impulse response" (the time-domain analog of the DTF) to allow for fast and efficient real-time signal processing in time domain. Further, the tools to achieve this decomposition (semi-nonnegative matrix factorization with Toeplitz constraints) are novel as well.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We propose the following time-domain representation of an HRIR x ∈ R M given by
where * is the linear convolution operation,
is a "common impulse response" derived from the subject's HRIR set, and g ∈ R K is a sparse non-negative "residual"; the length of g is K. In analogy with terms commonly used in PRTF research, hereafter f is called the "resonance filter" and g the "reflection filter". The resonance filter is postulated to be independent of measurement direction (but of course is different for different subjects), and the directional variability is represented in g, which is proposed to represent instantaneous reflections of the source acoustic wave off the listener's anatomy; hence, g is non-negative and sparse. The computational advantage of such a representation is the ability to perform efficient convolution with an arbitrary source signal y via the associative and commutative properties of the convolution operation given by
If y is known in advance, the convolution with f is directionindependent and can be precomputed in advance. Thereafter, direct time-domain convolution with a short and sparse g is fast and can be performed in real time. Moreover, even in the case of streaming y, computational savings are possible if the output signal has to be computed for more than one direction (as it is normally the case in VAD for trajectory interpolation).
To learn the filters f and g, we propose a novel extension of the semi-non-negative matrix factorization (semi-NMF) method [14] . Semi-NMF factorizes a mixed-signed matrix X ≈ F G T ∈ R M ×N into a product of a mixed-signed matrix F and a non-negative matrix G minimizing the approximation error in the least-squares sense. We modify the algorithm so that the matrix F has Toeplitz structure; then, F G T is nothing but a convolution operation with multiple, time-shifted copies of f placed in columns of F (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, the overall approach for computing f and g is as follows: a) form matrix X from individual HRIRs, placing them as columns; b) run Toeplitz-constrained semi-NMF on X; c) take the first column and row of F as f ; and d) for each direction, obtain nonnegative g by taking a corresponding row of G. The paper is organized as follows. In section III, the modified semi-NMF algorithm is derived, with further extension to enforce a sparseness constraint on G by formulating it as a regularized L 1 norm non-negative least squares problem (L 1 -NNLS) [15] . As the cost of time-domain convolution is proportional to the number of non-zero (NZ) elements in g, decreasing K (i.e., increasing sparsity) reduces computational load at the cost of increased approximation error. Experimental results are presented in section IV along with the discussion. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
III. SEMI-NON-NEGATIVE TOEPLITZ MATRIX FACTORIZATION

A. Background
The original non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [16] was introduced in the statistics and machine learning literature as a way to analyze a collection of non-negative inputs X in terms of non-negative matrices F and G where X ≈ F G T . The non-negativity constraints have been used to apply the factorization to derive novel algorithms for spectral clustering of multimedia data [17] . Semi-NMF [14] is a relaxation of the original NMF where the input matrix X and filter matrix F have mixed sign whereas the elements of G are constrained to be non-negative. Formally, the input matrix X ∈ R M ×N is factorized into matrix F ∈ R M ×K and matrix G ∈ R N ×K by minimizing the residual Frobenius norm cost function
where tr () is the trace operator. For N samples in the data matrix X, the i th sample is given by the M -dimensional row vector X i = X :,i and is expressed as the matrix-vector product of F and the K-dimensional row vector G i = G i,: . The number of components K is selected beforehand or found via data exploration and is typically much smaller than the input dimension M . The matrices F and G are jointly trained using an iterative updating algorithm [14] that initializes a randomized G and performs an iterative loop computing
The positive definite matrix G T G ∈ R K×K in Eq. 4 is small (fast to compute) and the entry-wise multiplicative updates for G ensure that it stays non-negative. The method converges to the optimal solution that satisfies Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [14] as the update to G monotonically decrease the residual in the cost function in Eq. 3 for a fixed F , and the update to F gives the optimal solution for the same cost function for a fixed G.
B. Notational Conventions
To modify semi-NMF for learning the direction-independent f and a set of direction-dependent g, we introduce the following notation. Assume thatF is a Toeplitz-structured matrix
T ; thus, all entries along diagonals and sub-diagonals ofF are constant. Hence, the Toeplitz structure is given by
and is fully specified by parameters {Θ 0 , . . . , Θ K−1 } and {Θ 0 , . . . , Θ 1−M } along the first row and column. The Toeplitz matrix can also be represented indirectly as a linear combination of the parameters weighted by shift matrices
An arbitrary matrix F can be approximated by its nearest Toeplitz matrixF , which is defined as the minimizer of the residual Frobenius norm cost function given by
where the partial derivatives of J w.r.t. Θ k are linearly independent due to the trace term. By equating the derivatives to zero, the solution Θ is given by
Hence, a Toeplitz approximationF to an arbitrary matrix F is obtained simply by taking the means of the subdiagonals of F .
C. Toeplitz-Constrained Semi-NMF
Assuming that a solution of the factorization problem F has in fact Toeplitz structure as per Eq. 6; the cost function in Eq. 3 is quadratic (convex) w.r.t. each Θ k and the set of parameters Θ has a unique minimizer. The partial derivatives of the cost function 4 are given by
where the product of shift matrices S k T S i can be expressed as the square shift matrixS i−k . To solve for the set of parameters Θ, one needs to set the partial derivatives to zero, which yields a linear equation AΘ = b where A ∈ R |Θ|×|Θ| , |Θ| = M + K − 1 is a Toeplitz square matrix, and b ∈ R M ×1 is a vector specified as
For positive-definite A, the matrixF is given by the linear equation solution:
which is the unique minimizer of Eq. 3. Thus, to enforce Toeplitz structure on F , the iterative update F ← XG(G T G) −1 in the semi-NMF algorithm (Eq. 4) is replaced by computing F as prescribed by Eq. 10 and Eq. 11.
Note that to perform a convolution between f and g (i.e., to reconstruct the HRIR) one needs to further constrain the Toeplitz matrixF given in Eq. 5 in order to fulfill the filter length requirements. Such convolution is equal to the constrained Toeplitz matrix-vector product
where the parameters
sized linear system as per Eq. 10 and Eq. 11. These NZ parameters form the resonance filter f :
D. Minimizing the Number of Reflections
To introduce sparsity, we restrict the number of NZ entries (NNZE) in G. In order to do that, we fix the trained resonance filterF and solve for each reflection filter g = G i separately in a penalized L 1 -NNLS problem formulation [18] given by
where D ∈ R M * ×M is some transformation of the residual 5 . Three transformations are considered.
1. The identity transform D I = I ∈ R M ×M , which directly minimizes the residual norm while penalizing large magnitudes in the reflection filter G i .
2. The convolution transform
which is characterized by the Gaussian filter
2σ 2 . This transform effectively low-passes the reconstructed HRIR. It is equivalent 6 to windowing the frequencydomain residuals with a Gaussian filter of inverse bandwidth; hence, the low-frequency bins are weighted heavier in the reconstruction error.
3. The window transform where
σ 2 is a Gaussian-like filter. The window transform has the effect of convolving the signal spectrum with a filter v σ (x) as if both were time series, which is equivalent to windowing HRIR in time domain by the Gaussian filter of inverse bandwidth. In this way, the earlier parts of the reconstructed HRIR contribute to the reconstruction error to the larger extent.
The additional regularization term λ in Eq. 14 affects the sparsity of g as increasing λ decreases the NNZE. In our practical implementation, we also discard elements that are technically non-zero but have small (≤ 10 −4 magnitude) as they contribute little to the reconstruction. The final algorithm for learning the resonance and reflection filters with the sparsity constraint on the latter is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 Modified Semi-NMF for Toeplitz Constraints
Require: Filter lengthK, transformation matrix D ∈ R M * ×M , HRIR matrix X ∈ R M ×N , max-iterations T 1: G ← rand(N, K) \\ Random initialization 2: for t = 1 to T do 3: Θ ← A −1 b \\
IV. RESULTS
A. HRIR/HRTF Data Information
We have performed an extensive series of experiments on the data from the the well-known CIPIC database [19] ; however, the approach can be used with arbitrary HRTF data [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . We pre-process the data as follows: a) convert HRIR to min-phase; b) remove the initial time delay so that the onset is at time zero; and c) normalize each HRIR so that the absolute sum over all samples is equal to unity.
As mentioned previously, our processing intends to separate the arbitrary impulse response collection of into "resonance" (direction-independent) and "reflective" (direction-dependent) parts. For the HRIR, we believe that these may correspond to pinna/head resonances and instantaneous reflections off the listener's anthropometry, respectively. Such an approach may also be applicable to other IR collections; for example, room impulse responses [24] may be modeled as a convolution between a shared "resonance" filter (i.e. long reverberation tail) and the "reflective" filter (early sound reflections off the walls). In order to obtain a unique decomposition using Algorithm 1, one would need to have the number of directional IR measurements larger than the IR filter length, which may be impractical. This topic is a subject of future research.
B. Error Metric
For evaluation, we consider two error metrics -the rootmean square error (RMSE) and the spectral distortion (SD), representing time-domain and frequency-domain distortions respectively:
where X j is the reference HRIR,F G T j is the reconstruction of it, H {j} = F {X j } is the reference HRTF, X j is the reference
is the HRTF reconstruction. Another feasible comparison is validation of the reconstruction derived from sparse representation (Eq. 14) against the naive regularized least squares (L 1 -LS) approximation of HRIR X i given by
wherex ∈ R M ×1 (i.e. magnitude-constrained approximation without non-negativity constraint). The difference between SD error of L 1 -NNLS approximation and of L 1 -LS approximation is a metric of advantage provided by our algorithm in comparison with LS HRIR representation, which retains largemagnitude HRIR components irrespective of their sign.
C. Resonance and Reflection Filter Training
The resonance and reflection filters f and G are jointly trained via Algorithm 1 for 50 iterations for N = 1250 number of samples, M = 200 time-bins, and K = 25 filter length using left-ear data of CIPIC database subject 003. N and M here are fixed (they are simply the parameters of the input dataset). The choice of K is somewhat arbitrary and should be determined experimentally to obtain the best compromise between computational load and reconstruction quality. Here we set it to the average human head diameter (≈ 19.2 cm) at the HRIR sampling frequency (44100 Hz). Visual HRIR examination reveals that most of the signal energy is indeed concentrated in the first 25 signal taps. Fig. 2 shows RMSE and SD error over 50 iterations of Algorithm 1 with no sparsity constraint on G (i.e. λ = 0.0).
The final filter f is a periodic, decaying functions resembling a typical HRIR plot. The final matrix G is shown in the top row of Fig. 3 . The mean NNZE for G is 22.74 (it is less than K due to removal of all elements with magnitude less than 10 −4 ). As it can be seen, the SD error achieved is 3.0 dB over the whole set of directions.
In order to obtain the sparse HRIR representation, we re-ran the algorithm using identity transformation in L 1 -NNLS constraint and a fixed λ = 10 −3 (this parameter was determined empirically to cut the NNZE approximately in half). The final matrix G obtained in this case is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3 . It is sparse as expected and has a number of non-zero bands spanning the time-direction domain; thus, only the most salient components of G are retained. In this case, the mean NNZE is 11.48 and the SD error is 5.3 dB over the whole set of directions. In the following section, the guidelines for setting λ are considered.
D. Regularization Term Influence
We investigate the effects of varying the λ term in Eq. 14 under the identity transform D I on the NNZE in G and on the RMSE / SD error. A sample HRIR is chosen randomly from the data set. Fig. 4 shows the effect of changing λ on NNZE, RMSE, SD error, and reconstructed HRIR/HRTF per se. The trends that one can see in the figure are consistent with expectation; it is interesting to note that as λ increases, low-magnitude elements in G are discarded whereas both the dominant time-domain excitations and the shape of the spectral envelope in the reconstructed HRIR are preserved. Further analysis of the NNZE and of the SD error over the full set of HRIR measurement directions is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that ipsilateral reflection filters have lower NNZE 7 and achieve lower SD error. This is understandable, as they do fit better into a "resonance-plus-reflections" model implied in this work. On the other hand, contralateral HRIR reconstruction requires larger NNZE and results in more distortion, presumably due to significant reflections occuring later than K = 25 time samples; note that while some effects of head shadowing (attenuation / time delay) are removed in the preprocessing step, others may not be modeled accurately; on the other hand, accurate HRIR reproduction on contralateral side is 7 The variability exhibited can not be due simply to total HRIR energy differences as they were all normalized during pre-processing. not believed to be perceptually important [25] . Improvement in quality of contralateral HRIR reconstruction is a subject of future research. One approach is to learn separate HRIR decomposition, possibly with different length of f / g filters, for different sub-regions of space.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we compare the L 1 -NNLS reconstruction against the naive L 1 -LS reconstruction in terms of the convolution filter NNZE and SD error for varying λ and a number of directions selected on horizontal and on medial planes. For all of these, the difference between solutions is less than 2.0 dB SD; further, for 13 (out of 16) cases the L 1 -NNLS solution has the same or better reconstruction error than naive L 1 -LS solution in highly-sparse (NNZE ≤ K/2) case. This implies that our decomposition is able to find a resonance filter and a sparse set of early reflections that represent the HRTF better than the dominant magnitude components of the original HRIR per se. 
E. Transformation Bandwidth Optimization
Further reduction of the SD error is possible via use of transform functions defined in section III-D. Application of these functions would result in different weights placed on different aspects of reconstructed HRIR. Hence, we investigate the selection of bandwidth term σ in Eq. 16 with no L 1 penalty term (λ = 0) for the window transform 8 . As mentioned before, application of the window transform D W causes smoothing in the frequency domain; the amount of smoothing depends on the bandwidth term σ. Fig. 7 shows the SD error dependence on σ for one sample HRIR. Obviously as bandwidth σ → ∞, the window transform becomes the identity transform; indeed, SD error stays constant for σ > 70. It can be seen though that the minimum SD error occurs at a finite σ = 30 (for this particular HRIR). The parameter σ can be efficiently fine-tuned (via fast search methods) separately for each HRIR in the subject's HRTF set. Table I compares the SD error obtained over the grid of σ = [15 + ((0 : 24) * 2), 100, 160, 250] using window transform to the SD error with identity transform (which is the same as window transform with σ → ∞) across horizontal / median plane and over all HRTF set directions. It can be seen that on average, such tuning decreases the SD error by about 10%.
F. Computational Cost
Consider the cost of computing the i th sample of (x * y) i where * is the convolution operation. Direct time-domain convolution requires min {|x| , |y|} real floating-point operations, where |x| , |y| is the NNZE in each filter. In practice, convolution is normally done in blocks of fixed size (so-called partitioned convolution). In case of time-domain processing, partitioned convolution incurs neither memory overhead nor latency.
At the same time, the state-of-the-art frequency-domain implementation [26] requires 68 9 (|y| log 2 |y| + |y|)/(|y| − |x| + 1) complex floating-point operations per output sample. For a long input signal (e.g. |y| = 44100 -i.e. one second at CD audio quality), time-domain algorithm is faster than frequencydomain implementation for |x| < 127. Further, in real-time processing, latency becomes an issue, and one must use partitioned convolution (with reasonably small block size) and the overlap-and-save algorithm [27] . In order to achieve e.g. 50 ms latency, one must have |y| = 2205. For this segment length, direct time-domain convolution incurs less computational cost when |x| < 90. Thus, a time-domain convolution using sparse filter x as derived in this paper is arguably quite beneficial to the computational load incurred by the VAD engine.
V. DISCUSSION
While our study presents the theoretical derivation of our factorization algorithm, a number of practical concerns have been omitted for reasons of scope. We provide a number of remarks on these below.
First, an optimal NNZE is hardware dependent, as the crossover point between time-domain and frequency-domain convolution costs depends on the computational platform as well as on the specific implementations of both. For example, specialized digital signal processors can perform efficient real time-domain convolution via hardware delay lines whereas being less optimized for handling complex floating-point operations necessary for fast Fourier transform.
Second, the target reconstruction error can be adjusted to match a desired fidelity of spatialization. For instance, early reflections off nearby environmental features may have to be spatialized more distinctly than a number of low-magnitude later reflections that collectively form the reverberation tail. Further, the need to individually optimize the penalty term λ for each direction depends also on desired sparsity (i.e. computational load) versus SD error trade-off. Such real-time load balancing is an open challenge that depends on available computational resources on specific hardware platform.
Certain obvious extensions of the work presented has also not been fully described for clarity. We note that using nonzero λ term and varying the bandwidth σ in D W , D C transforms could lead to decrease in SD error at the same NNZE when tuned. A set of bandpass transformations that constitute the orthogonal basis for the discrete Fourier transform could also be used, as in this case the error could be weighted individually in each frequency band to match the listener's characteristics (e.g. by using the equal loudness contours in frequency).
Another consideration is the choice of the cost function in Eq. 3, which currently omits prior information on the HRIR measurement direction distribution. It may be undesirable to place equal weight on all directions if those are in fact spaced non-uniformly. Instead, the sample residual can be biased by introducing a kernel transformation D ∈ R N ×N of the HRIR measurement directions (D ij is a kernel function evaluation between directions i th and j th ) into the cost function
T , which would decorrelate HRIR reconstruction error in densely-sampled area and thus avoid giving preferential treatment to these areas while optimizing.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a modified semi-NMF matrix factorization algorithm for Toeplitz constrained matrices. The factorization represent each HRIR in a collection as a convolution between a common "resonance filter" and specific "reflection filter". The resonance filter has mixed sign, is direction-independent, and is of length comparable to original HRIR length. The reflection filter is non-negative, directiondependent, short, and sparse. The tradeoff between sparsity and approximation error can be tuned via the regularization parameter of L 1 -NNLS solver, which also has the ability to place different weights on errors in different frequency bands (for HRTF) or at different time instants (for HRIR). Comparison between HRIR reconstructed using the proposed algorithm and L 1 -LS reference solution shows that the former has much better sparsity-to-error tradeoff, thus allowing for high-fidelity latency-free spatial sound presentation at very low computational cost. 
